Christmas Review Games:

These games require:
10 gift bows (two each of green, red, white, gold, and blue)
A small bucket or Christmas gift bag
A points chart – page two of this document

Place the bows in the bucket or bag.

Game 1: When a child answers a question correctly, he/she can pull a bow out of the bucket. Use the chart with numbers to know how many points each bow is worth. This game can be played with teams (the team with the most points wins) or as a group working together to reach a point goal.

Game 2: When a child answers a question correctly, he/she can pull two bows out of the bucket. If they are the same color, it is a match. If not, return the bows to the bucket. This game can be played with teams (the team with the most matches wins) or as a group working together to get all the matches. You may want to play this game using only 6 or 8 bows to make it easier.

Game 3: Game for two teams: When a child answers a question correctly, he/she can pull a bow out of the bucket for his/her team. For their next turn, they must pull out a different color than the color they already have. If they pull a color they already have, return it to the bucket and that turn is over. Go back and forth between teams. The first team to get all colors wins.

Verse Game: Place 1 bow of each color in the bucket

Have a child pull a bow out of the bucket. The children wearing that color will stand and say the verse together. Continue until you use all the colors.